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ABOUT DIGITAL
AFRICA CONFERENCE
& EXHIBITION.

We’re much more than just a 3-Day event. We’re an experience. 

Since 2013, the annual Digital Africa Conference
and Exhibition has become a vital platform for
networking, sharing knowledge, unveiling and
launching latest innovations in the technology
ecosystem. With attendees from within and
outside Africa, it is a market place where
organisations and people connect to do business
and sign deals. 

Every major technology company and consumer
in Africa and the world at large can participate at
Digital Africa. We thus welcome you to join us for
insightful features that have been carefully
developed to ensure that participants get the
most out of the 3-day event.



DIGITAL AFRICA CONFERENCE &
EXHIBITION 2023

 
Digital Africa Conference and Exhibition 2023 will be the eleventh iteration of
ten earlier events providing visibility and platform for renowned ICT experts

willing and wishing to lend their expertise in the development of the ICT
sector in Sub-Saharan Africa. This conference will be  pivotal in showcasing

the inventiveness of Africa’s budding techpreneurs alongside other
participants in the technology eco-system



Date: September 19-21, 2023

Theme: AI AND AFRICA

Venue: Reiz Continental Hotel, Abuja.

DIGITAL AFRICA 
 CONFERENCE &
EXHIBITION 2023

Learn More

www.digitalafrica.com.ng



CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

Sustainable AI technology for Africa: Harnessing the
Power of Intelligent Technologies to Solve African
Challenges.

Building a Sustainable AI Ecosystem in Africa: The Role of
Public-Private Partnerships, Policy, and Innovation.
AI in Healthcare: Improving Access to Quality Healthcare
in Rural and Underserved Communities in Africa

DAY 1
KEYNOTE

SESSIONS



CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

Perfecting Cross-Border Payment Systems in Africa.

Is Africa Ready? Challenges and Opportunities in Cross-
Border Payment Systems for Africa

AI and Financial Inclusion: Promoting Access to Financial
Services for All Africans

DAY 2

KEYNOTE

SESSIONS

Challenges and Opportunities: Driving Efficient
Cross-Border Payments Across African Borders



CONFERENCE PROGRAMME

The Future of Sustainable AI Technology in Africa:
Opportunities, Challenges, and Emerging Trends

AI in Education: Personalizing Learning and Promoting
Digital Literacy in Africa
AI and Entrepreneurship: Leveraging Intelligent
Technologies to Drive African Innovation and Economic
Growth
The Future of Work in Africa: Opportunities and
Challenges of AI Automation and Human Skills

DAY 3
KEYNOTE

SESSIONS



EXHIBITION
The Conference offers organizations:

Network: Expand your network. Participate in the Business-to-
business match making session.

Advertise your organization to promote or showcase a new
product, service or solution.  

When the Digital Africa 2023 doors open, have your company’s
name, brand and products seen first. We have the tools to help
your brand educate, entertain and drive attendees and media to
your exhibit. Activate your brand through custom opportunities
with exhibit space, VIP events and sponsored experiences,
branding and promotional opportunities.

All opportunities are flexible, customizable and transitional. Let’s
create an experience to kick-start unrivalled innovation and
collaboration.



About the
Organisers
The event is organized by Digital Africa Global
Consult Limited, an international ICT consulting
company promoted by professionals drawn from
Africa, Europe and USA. The event is conceived as
an integral part of the vision to move Africa from
being a passive consumer to a dominant
innovator and producer of digital technologies.

We create and execute programmes that facilitate
the deliberate growth of the technology sector.
While helping technology companies address the
needs of local markets and reach out to the
international market, we create a bridge between
buyer, supplier and manufacturer, thus providing a
channel through which international companies

l i k d fi bili
can expand their businesses into Africa with ease.



THANK
YOU.

Let us start planning
your participation
today.

CONTACT US

08181036169

info@digitalafrica.com.ng

nofodile@digitalafrica.com.ng

www.digitalafrica.com.ng




